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PIMA

GENOGRAM

1. Introduction

Welcome to this project. The purpose of this project is to demonstrate the

utilization of two family assessment tools with American Indian rehabilitation

clients. This manual will serve as an instruction guide.

In order to understand the use of these two family assessment tools, one

must begin with an overview of General Systems theory, Family Systems theory,

and Family Assessment theory and then discuss the two specific assessment tools

in that context.

Zi_QcncraLSxsicmitnitila

There are many different theoretical conceptual models from which to view

families. One way to approach the family is from the general systems model.

Many family therapists have started to approach the family as a whole (Hartman &

Laird, 1983). The American Indian family can be viewed by a number of these

models to understand its complexity, structure, and function better.

Briefly, general systems models include viewing a family from a particular

frame of reference including: (a) whole is greater than the sum of its parts, (b) open

and closed systems, (c) relationships between entities, and (d) homeostasis. The

general systems theory

"forces us beyond the limitations of linear thought and language and
provokes the use of other models through which complex relationships may
be captured and communicated. Visual portrityal, for example, is highly
useful for interpreting complex transaction systems. A picture is worth a
thousand words. Systems diagrams can not only organize complex data
but, on visual examination, can yield new information and insights"
(Hartman & Laird, 1983, p. 63-64).
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Another theory uses the science of ecology as a metaphor for working with

families such as the ecological model. One principle states that a change in one part

of the system has an impact on all others parts of the system.

"Strategies are devised which, insofar as possible, make use of natural
systems and life experiences and take place within the lifespan of the client.
Further, the family itself is a natural helping system and thus can be, not
just the arena, but the instrument of change" (Hartman & Laird, 1983, p.
72-73).

li_Eamily_Systautilicapt

There are two major theoretical bases from which to understanding

families. One is family systems and the other is the family therapy framework.

Family systems include the following major components:

1. Circular causality -
"a family system can be defmed as a group of individuals so that a change in
any one member affects other individuals and the group as a whole . . . a
circular chain of influence. Every action in this sequence is also a reaction."
(Walsh, 1982, p. 9).

2. Nonsummativity -
"the family as a whole is greater than the sum of its parts, and it cannot be
described simply by summing up characteristics of individual members"
(Walsh, 1982, p. 9).

3. Communication -
"All behavior is regarded as communication (Walsh, 1982, p. 10).

4. Family Rules -
"they provide expectations about roles actions, and consequences that guide
family life" (Walsh, 1982, p. 10).

and

5. Homeostasises -
"maintain a steady, stable life: (Walsh, 1982, p. 10).

The family therapy framework includes the following aspects:

1. Family structure/organization (subsystems; spousal, parental, sibling)

2. Boundaries (open or closed)

8
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3. Differentiation (separateness, closeness) (Disengagement, enmeshment)

4. Family authority (executive power)

5. Triangulation

6. Family roles (organized patterns)

7. Family rules

8. Communication

9. Family rituals

The models of family therapy include the writings of Minuchin, Haley,

Ackerman, Bowen, Satir, and Whitaker (Hartman & Laird, 1983).

There are different ways to assess family membership, family structure,

family roles, relational patterns and other characteristics of a particular family

system. It is necessary in human service provision to assess and mobilize the entire

range of resources available to a particular family member, particularly in times of

stress, change, and adaptation. Their resources may include land (economic and

spiritual relationship), livestock (sheep, cows, etc.), natural resources, family

members, extended family members, clan relations, neighbors, community people,

natural helping systems and other resources outside the family system (e.g., Tribal

Social Service, Headstart, Indian Health Service, and Vocational Rehabilitation)

(Redhorse, Lewis, & Decker, 1978).

Relatedness in a family is important particularly in an American Indian

family because different roles can be taken on by more than one member. For

example, when a family member is ill, there may be more than one person, (e.g.,

"the mother"), who can provide the caretaking. Other family members such as an

aunt, sister, sister-in-law, grandparents and other clan members can help with the

individual problems over time. In Native languages the word "mother" usually

applies to more than one person, and the role of helping, assisting, and caring in

time of stress is a shared inter-fandly responsibility. Clan memberships denote

9
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relatedness and access to other natural helping systems beyond the "nuclear" family

system. These clan relational systems can be used by family members.

The American Indian family can be viewed from these conceptual

frameworks to delineate differences in the familial systems between different

cultures. It is important to look at American Indian families in rehabilitation

because by understanding the American Indian family more fully, changes can be

made in the rehabilitation system to increase utilization of services and increased

successful completion through the complex rehabilitation system by members of

diverse cultures.

4,_Eamily.Aastssmsalltax

Family assessment is a comprehensive, systemic process with individuals

and family members to obtain past and current information about a particular

situation. A

"broad meaning of the term (assessment) leaves room for evaluating
strengths, resources, health functioning, and other positive factors that can
be tapped not only in resolving difficulties but also promoting growth,
enhancing functioning, actualizing potentials, and developing new
resources". (Hepworth & Larsen, 1990, p. 193).

"Of key importance to the intergenerational assessment and intervention
process is the use of the genogram, an intergenerational family road map
which is helpful in tracing and understanding the family history" (Hartman
& Laird, 1983, p. 212).

Within the context of family systems theory, family assessment is conducted in

order to identify family resources, strengths, and needs.

Assessment is a procea and product. The process is ongoing and can

continue until termination of the case. The products is developed after many

sources of information are gathered such as: forms which client complete, verbal

reports, direct observation of non verbal behavior, direct observation of interaction

between family members, collateral information from relatives, friends, teachers,
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tests, and personal experiences with the practitioner. (Hepworth & Larsen, 1990,

p. 196)

For our purposes in this training and research project the two assessment

tools rely heavily on the clients' verbal reports of their families. The practitioner

will also gather information from direct observation of non-verbal behavior and

direct observation of interaction between members. When more than one family

member is interviewed one will acquire information from relatives or collateral

information.

Graphic devices such as genograms and eco-maps are used in this project to

assess American Indian family characteristics. These visual devices provide a more

effective means of communication between the counselor and American Indian

client and his/her family than the more verbal and analytic methods of

communication which rely on verbal strategies. This is particularly relevnnt in light

of the visual orientation of American Indians to convey cultural meaning from

graphic symbols often associated with sandpaintings, artwork on pottery, designs

on blankets and other pieces of artwork found in the culture. Visual symbols are

used to represent the traditions and culture ofAmerican Indians and provide

cohesiveness between people. In addition, non-verbal, visually-oriented

psychological assessment instruments have been found to be more effective with

American Indians (Sidels & MacAvoy, 1987). It is anticipated that the selection of

these two visual tools will enhance effective communication between the

rehabilitation service provider and the rehabilitation client during the assessment of

family systems, as well as provide meaningful information that will aid human

service providers in understanding and working with rehabilitation clients in cross-

cultural settings.

Assessing family function should be an essential aspect of developing a

human service plan with any family. It is particularly important with American

11
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Indian clients because of the importance of the family unit within the American

Indian culture. Two major tools for conducting an intergenerational family

assessment that will be used in this project are the: (a) genogram, and (b) eco-map.

These assessment tools are used within the context of individual interviews with

family members.

5. Tool: Genorrani

Mat is it?

A genogram is a family assessment tool which is being increasingly utilized

within a variety of disciplines. The genogram was developed originally in

anthropology (as "kinship charts") when working in cross-culturd situations to see

how the family members were related within a larger extended family context.

Genograms have been successfully applied within the medical field to obtain family

medical histories on various diseases (e.g., heart, cancer, and diabetes) (Doherty &

Baird, 1983). Genograms have also been utilized in the adoption field to assist

adoptees in understanding their complex family histories (Hartman, 1979).

Families have been conceptualized from an ecological point of view, whereas

individuals are best understood within the total situation, giving consideration to

their intergenerational family and environmental influences. Over the last few

years, genograms have been adopted by family therapists (beginning with Guerin

and Pendagast, 1976). Genograms help counselors

"to elucidate and organize the facts and characteristics of the family and
dissect the emotional press in a way that pinpoints the trauble spots in the
relationship system. It is to the advantage of both the therapist and the
family that this process be simple, and accomplished in a relatively short
period of time" (Guerin and Pendagast, 1976, p. 450).

Genograms have been used to effectively summarize information about a family

over three or more generations. It is a graphic family tree which records

information about family history over time. It provides a gestalt of complex

1 2
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family patterns in an easy to use form. An individual interview with a particular

family member is part of the assessment process and a trained person can usually

develop a genogram from one to two interviews depending on what specific data

one is looking for, and the interviewer's rapport with the client. Genograms are

maps of family's aspirations, patterns of behavior, roles, demographic data, major

life events, losses, births, abilities, disabilities, occupations, and communication

and relationship patterns. Woolfstates that "the genogram almost universally helps

to solidify family support systems." (Woolf, 1983, p. 235)

Definitionsof the Genogram

A Genogram

"is a structural diagram of a family's three generational relationship
system". (Guerin and Pendagast, 1976, p. 452)

"A genogram is a type of family tree, a diagram of a family over three
generations". (Marlin, 1989, p. 1)

"A genogram is a format for drawing a family tree that records information
about family members and their relationships over at least three
generations". (McGoldrick and Gerson, 1985, p. 1)

"Genograms display family information graphically in a way that provides a
quick gestalt of complex family patterns and a rich source of hypotheses
about how a clinical problem may be connected to the family context and the
evolution of both problem and context over time." (McGoldrick and
Gerson, 1985, p. 1)

"The basic genogram is a diagram of vertical and horizontal lines with
symbols representing family members." (Marlin, 1989, p. 43)

What you will need.,

I. Oft'ke vace
2. Instructions

3. Ordinary writing supplies (pencils, paper, erasers, markers)
4. Basic genogram form

5. Key to symbols

6. Informed Consent Form

7. Consent for Release of Information Form

13
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Thrreczypsagin rumrL_ams

Emily Marlin describes three types of genograms in her book Genograms

(1989):

A. The Basics Genograrn

The Basics Genor;ram contains the basic facts of your family tree. It

describes the vital data about each person in your family, your parents' families,

and your grandparents' families. Similar to the traditional genealogical family tree,

the Basics Genogram identifies the sex, names, and dates of birth, death, marriage,

divorce, and remarriage of all family members. It specifies religion, occupation,

and highest level of education. It gives basic family membership and structure.

It notes biological and legal connections, but it also includes household

members who may not have been relatives but were still "part of the family." For

one family this was a live-in aunt who had been with the family for forty-five years;

another family had a "friend who came to visit and never left." Adopted and foster

children should be identified, as well as any known miscarriages, abortions, or

stillbirths.

The Basics Genogram is the who, how and when genogram: who was

family; how they got to be family (by birth or marriage); when they arrived in the

family (birth date, birth order, marriage date, adoption date, placement date, and so

on); and when they left the family (date and cause of death, year of separation or

divorce).

Basic:3=2gram

The following illustrations are the Key to Symbols for the Basics

Genogram.

4
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Key to Symbols

0
Symbols for Basics Genogram

Enj Male

0 Female

Name of person:

Index Persort (IP):
(Person intervieved)

35 Judy

36 Age

13

Demographic Information;

.p,......----Death dateBirth date -----..,...>
'43 - 15

(DOD)(DOB)

Death X
RI

Martial Stalls:

Marriage (give date)
(Husband on left, wife on right)

Living together/Common-Law

Marital separation (give date)

Divorce (give date)

Other Marriages

Other Marriages with children

Never married; didn't live together
but had child together

15
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Married couple
/

Separated couple

I L___J
Divorced couple Unmarried couple

Children; Digjggiga
Children: List in birth order,
beginning with oldest on left:

Adoptdi y

Guardianship:

Tvins:

Fraternal:

PregIMX:

3 mos.

Induced Abortion

Extended _Family:

EXF = extended family member living with family (example 'cousin, uncle').

(birthyear)

(age in 1990)

YIdentical:1:1--------

F-----1---9
Miscarriage

Stillbirth

If;



Liying.Arrangcmrents:

Members of current IP family (circle them) Living Away

Tribal/Ethnic Group: (write on side of symbol) example:

Religion:

John
32

A = Apache
B = Black
B

1
= Bannock

Cy = Cheyenne
Es = Eskimo
H = Hopi
Hs = Hispanic
Mo = Mayos
N = Navajo
0 = Other
F = Pueblo
S = Sioux
S/A = Shoshone/Arapahoe
Sa = Shoshone
T = Taos
Un = Northern Ute
Unk = Unknown
U = Ute (Southern)
Um = Ute (Mountain)
W = White
Y = Yaqui
Z = Zuni

Ba = Baptist
Cc = Catholic

EP = Epsicopilian
LDS = Mormon

NAC = Native American Church
Or = Other

Pc = Ptntecostal
Pr = Presbyterian
Tr = Traditional

17

John
32

14

N
Cc
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Emplornent:

Education:

E = Employed

Ue = Unemployed

GS = Grade School -

HS = High School

GED = General Equivalence Degree

Vt = Vocational Training

Co = College

Cc1 = Community College

Mi = Military

NS = No School

16

B . Rclationshir_Qgnagam

The Relationship Genogram expands on the Basics Genogram by

describinv interpersonal relationships within the family system. It charts emotional

rather than geographical distances. It lets you see how people in the family are

connected or disconnected. You find out about the kind of relationships family

members have or had by asking questions:

Who are you closest to in your family?

With whom do you have the most conflicted relationship?
Do you have a close but also conflicted relationship with particular
people in your family?

Are you cut off or estranged from anyone in your family? When
and how did this breach occur?

How are the relationships different than you told me?
What is you nickname?

Are there some losses you have tried to forget?
Is there a pattern in your life you wonder about?

What adjectives have you been called by family members?
What do you think we left out?

Depending upon who you ask about relationships and what your own

observations are, you will get different perspectives based on different sensibilities.

Unlike the Basics Genogram, the Relationship Genogram is not based on hard facts

hut on people's impressions about how relatives behaved and got along in the

18
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family. With this type of genogram, you are trying to get a wider picture of the

family. It is more subjective.

When you have drawn in some of these relationship lines on your

genogram, you will likely see the formation of patterns in the relationships.

BsglatignatipLoggiam

The following illustrations are the Key to the symbols for the Relationship

Genogram.

Symbols for

Relationship Genogram

Close. Two people have a "positive" relationship.

Very Close. Two people are caring, supportive, and
loving each other.

55222223235 Enmeshed. Too dependent on each other, neither has
clear, separate identity, too close, problematic.

Conflict. The parties do not get along well. They
are uncomfortable with each other and there is
tension (high or low) and nonverbal or open
disagreement most of the time.

Distant. Emotional distance is evidenced by people
who go out of their way to avoid or ignore each
other. An indifferent attitude prevails.

Cutoff. A definite breach has occurred, and two
people are estranged from each other. There is
unresolved emotional attachment denied by
separation, withdrawal, running away, isolation, or
refuting the still intense connection. There may be
no contact.

Each person has one of these kinds of relationships with each person in his

immediate as well as extended family. These relationships exist in and between

generations. Figuring them all out will get complicated, but you can draw in the

1 9
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connections that seem to have the most impact on your life and seem to have been

major influences in your family. Most obvious will be the relationships with the

most conflict, closeness, or estrangement. (Marlin, 1989, p. 50).

Examples between persons:

0

C. iklailLardigg=

The Details Genogram diagrams almost any other piece of information you

may want to include about family members. This genogram contains specifics

about people and events. It can identify medical or physical problems, personality

traits, unusual circumstances, or coincidences of life events.

McGoldrick and Gerson (1985) state that asking questions about individual

functioning requires sensitivity and may be difficult or painful for family members

and must be approached with empathy and tact. Family members may be alerted

that the questions will be difficult and they have the right not to answer some of the

questions. (1985, p. 36-37).

The following is a list of recommended questions with the Details

Genogram on problem areas:

20
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A. Serious Problems (Medical and Physical)

Has anyone in the family had a serious medical or physical problem?

What did the medical professional call the problem?

When did that problem begin? Did you seek help? If so, when?

What happened? What is the status of that problem now?

B . Work History

Have there been any recent job changes? Unemployment? Do you

like your job? Who else works? Do they like it?

How much income is there? How does the economic situation

compare with that of your relatives? Is this a high stress area?

C. Drugs and Alcohol

Do any family members routinely use medication? What kind and

for what?

Do you think any members drink too much or have a drug problem?

Has anyone else ever thought so? What drugs? When? What has

the family done about it?

D. Trouble with the Law

i.

.

Have any family members ever been arrested? For what? When?

What was the result? What is that person's legal status now?

Has anyone ever lost his or her driver's license?

E. MentallSociallPsychological

Has there been any serious social problems? Social services

referrals? Child neglect, abuse? Domestic violence? Fears?

Homicide?

(McGoldrick & Gerson, 1985, p. 37).

21
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LIciaiLtOsinggram

The following list is the Key to the symbols of various medical, emotional,

physical problems.

SxmixasialistsElitiiraLandliwiraLkolloas
ALC Alcohol Abuse

ARTH Arthritis

AST Asthma

Ba Back Injury

BP Blood Pressure Problems

CA Cancer

CP Cerebral Palsy

Cr Chronic Illness

DA Drug Abuse

DM Diabetes Mellitus

FAS Fetal Alcohol Syndrome

HRT DIS Heart Problems

HI Hearing Impairment

KD Kidney Problems

MS Multiple Sclerosis

Ni Nicotine Addiction

PD Physical Disability (i.e. orthopedic)
RF Rheumatic Fever

SeD Seizure Disorder

SD Speech Disorder

SLD Specific Learning Disabled

Sp/c Spinal Cord Injury (i.e. quadriplegic)
TBI Traumatic Brain Injury

VI Visual Impairment

Wt Weight Problems

22



Mental/SocialPsycholpgical Problems

Ax Anxiety/Fears

CAN Child Abuse/Neglect

CSx Child sexual abuse

Lk Depression

Dov Domestic violence

Ho Homicide

Imp Imprisonment

MD Mental Disorder

MR Mental Retardation

Su Suicide

Une Unemployed

Sources: (Jolly, Froom, Rosen, 1980; McGoldrick and Gerson, 1985)

This is an example of a sample blank genogram form.

6. Sample Genogram Form

Name: Date:

21

1 I 7
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7. Critical Events/Log

As you are collecting information on the family member major occurrence

and critical events will be revealed. The genogram cannot have a symbol for

everything in the interview so in order to keep a written record of other significant

and important details, crises, and events you may jot notes on the genogram at the

bottom or on another sheet of paper and refer to it as a running log of critical

events. This is kept with the genogram and referred to as needed for case notes and

documentation procedures. It can be short and concise.

The genogram illustrates information from three generations. The person

being interviewed is considered the first generation. (See GI, G2, G3).

li,Smnagramintraisalchstula

Compile Genogram by asking:

Part A

Basics Genogram

Ask about:

DrinIQUalkidnagnatiga:

Vital data about each family member (start with who is in immediate

household then proceed to second and third generation.)

Sex, age, names, date of birth, date of death

Marital status: marriage, common law, separation, divorce, other marriages

Children in household:

Biological (list by birth order), adopted, foster, guardianship, twins,

re nanc status 41 WA.rp RNIlts.Lwiramr.L..../G4DP1, miscarria e, abortion

is area is Nag - CAUTION - u ess you think you and t e family vre
comfortable and at ease - Go Slowly. Be prepared for reactions such as
unresolved grief and if family member doesn't want to discuss this in front of
other members; be respectful and don't rush or push.

24



Ethnicaribal Group

Living Arrangements

Extended Family

Religion

Employment

Education

Summary: The Basics Genogram is the whg, hoc and 21la information.

1. Who is the family?

2. How did they get to be a family?

3. When did they arrive in the family?

4. When did they leave the fatnily?

Part B

Relationship Genogram

23

Ask about:

Interpersonal relation.hips within the famiiy system.

Draw the emotional symbols between individual members within the family

system. Begin with the immediate household members first.

Example Questions:

Ask for adjectives to &scribe the relationship between members.

Who is the closest in your family?

Who has conflicted relationships?

Who has distant relationships?

Who is cut off from the family?

.11=1=1"rning/btop
This is the most difficult part of the genogram construction. Use judgement and
practice wisdom to gain trust and rapport with your family. Family members
will vary in their own interpretations of this section. This is the most subjective
part of the genoem construction.



Summary: The Relationship Genogram is the genogram based on personal

impressions and feelings and is often more subjective.

B . Relationship Genogram

MaiziLsfaclationshias

The following chart is a summary of relationships shown in the relationship

genogram.

John John, Jr. Bea Kate Sue

24

Mary Conflict Distant

John Conflict Close

John, Jr.

,very

Bea very Close

Kate

,

Sue

- ,

Distant

,

Source: "Relationship Spreadsheet" (Randy Gerson and Monica McGoldrick,

1985, p. 540).

Part C

The Details Genogram

Ask about:

Specifics about people and events

Medical problems

Physical problems

Mental, social, and psychological problems

Start with immediate household then proceed with second and third
generations.

Rk Flag - This is often more difficult areas to ask questions about. Be
cautious and patient and also resnect the client's wish not to resnond.
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Parts A, B, and C are coded in genogram by symbols. See Key to Symbols

for specific codes.

improved practice effectiveness with use ofgenogram:

engaging the family

clarifying family patterns

reframing and detoxifying family issues

assessing the resources for solutions and problem solving

Source: Erlanger, 1987, p.2

9. Case Example Genogram

To illustrate the previous discussion on the mechanics of the genogram, a

fictitious client is used to illustrate the process of conducting a family assessment

with the use of a genogram.

Illustration A

Family: John and Mary Yazzie (Fictitious Case)

Time: At intake (12-6-86)

Reason: Mrs. Yazzie has a physical disability from a car accident and needs

specialized retraining for employment. She is currently living on the Navajo

reservation and has four children. She is fearful about the relocation to Phoenix for
job training as it will disrupt her marriage and family. She has been participating in

the vocational rehabilitation program for this problem and needs counseling. Her
husband was previously married to another woman, who also had a major disability

and they were divorced due to problems relating to that situation. Mrs. Yazzie is
afraid this may happen again.

The following illustrations show the Yank family at intake and at

termination. Some of the patterns are: intergenerational alcoholism, patterns and

trends related to disabilities, father-child effectual bonds, and family cut-offs. The

Yazzie family is shown in Illustrations A and B. Illustration Al is at intake and A2

at termination of services. (Good luck, 1987, p. 110).

See Illustration Al and A2 on the following pages.



Family Name: John & Mary l'azzic
Date Filled In: 12/6/86. 12/13/86
Filled In By: Charlotte
Family Address Box 62. Chin le. Az

Q2

ILLUSTRATION A
1

26

INTAKE
GENOGRAM

ALC

KEY:

G1 1st generation

;z7z-

Index Person (IP)

male

female

death
Divorce

Living Away

26

Living in
California

ALC Alcoholic
D. Divorce date
DOD death date

M. marriage date
PD physcially disabled

Recovery

s-x-RAP.ALAA Distant

Conflict

22°"="°=` Very Close



Family Name:
Date Filled In:
Filled In By:
Family Address:

0_2

0_4

ILLUSTRATION A
2

John & Mary Yarzie
3/10/87
Charlotte
201 N. 8th St_ Phoenix. AZ

This generation shows no changes.

27

TERMINATION
GENOGRAM

P.D.

10, Summary

Living in Window Rock, AZ

(A2)

John and Mary Yazzie relocated to the Phoenix metropolitan area. The

rehabilitation plan was able to address family needs as well as individual needs,

resulting in a successful rehabilitation outcome. John, Sr. went into an alcoholism

treatment center on 1/13/87 in Phoenix, Arizona and currently is in the recovery

phase. Mary is in rehabilitation employment training in Mesa and is interviewing

for future employment with the Navajo Nation to assist other disabled women on

the reservation. John and his wife, Mary, are getting along better having had

2 9
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marital and communication family therapy. John, Jr. is also in recovery phase and

is married with a one-month old daughter. The Yazzies' two daughters returned to

the reservation and are attending public high school in Window Rock, living with

their paternal grandmother. In the genogram Al, John, Sr. had a strong

relationship with his daughter, Bea, but now that he and his son, John, Jr. are in

recovery together, their emotional bond has become stronger, while Bea and her

father have maintained a good relationship, but not as strong. Also, in Al Mary

was feeling distant from her daughter, Sue, and now that both of her daughters are

residing in northern Arizona, her relationship with her other daughter, Kate has

become quite close.

1.1,......Learn by Doing or Practice Makes Perfzct

The process of constructing a genogram will require practicing with each

other in simulated interviews. Time will be provided to practice the completion of a

genogram.

A. Each participant will construct a genogram on their own family first.

B . Each participant will identify a genogram of another person.

C. Each participant will interview and construct another person's

genogram.

3 0
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EMI
ECO-M AP

12. Introductim

Eco-Map assessment has been a method of family assessment for

approximately 12 years since its inception in 1975 with its main application in the

area of adoption (Nybell, 1975). The eco-map is useful in understanding families

in their external environment. American Indian life has been organized around a

delicate balance between living things and their physical environment to the extent

that relationships with the land (harmony and balance) have been idealized into

values in American Indian culture. "The map also, in a very dramatic way,

introduces the family to a systems orientation and to the fact that it is not they as

individuals that are being evaluated, but rather that a joint effort is being made to

understand the total ecological system" (Hartman, 1979, p. 34). The genogram

looks at the family internally, whereas the eco-map displays the external aspects of

the famil: resources. Eco-maps are visual drawings of all resources available in the

family system.

"The eco-map portrays an overview of the family in their situation; it
pictures the important nurturant or conflict-laden connections between the
family and the world. It demonstrates the flow of resources, or the lacks
and deprivations. This mapping procedure highlights the nature of the
interfaces and points to conflicts to be mediated, bridges to be built, and
resources to be sought and mobilized . . . These maps can be worked on by
an individual or a family" (Compton & Galaway, 1984, p. 377).

The eco-map is a diagram of important people; and resources in a person's

family; neighbors; and economic, social, and cultural institutions. It also depicts

the relationships between the person and the various resources or people affecting

the client's life. The eco-map can demonstrate the direction of resources between a

person and an institution.
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When used as an assessment tool, one establishes a set of symbols to depict

the various aspects in the environment and the transactions involved (Hartman,

1978). American Indian culture incorporates many positive resources from the

natural helping networks in their environment. Clan relatives and native healers

may be important in the helping and healing system of an American Indian. Over

the course of treatment, changes in the eco-map can illustrate the utilization of these

resources in the tribal family system. At the beginning of contact (Illustration B1),

the types of resources available to the client are indicated; over time, as the client

receives assistance, changes in the eco-map (Illustration B2) will show an increase

or decrease of resources and what type of resources the family made use of over

time. It can visually show a family in relationship to their formal and informal

support systems as its treatment progresses.

13. Tool: Eco-Map

1. An gco-map is a graphic picture of an individual's household in relationship

to his/her major support systems.

2. It is a map of the individual with relationship to his/he, ecological system.

3. The eco-map is a map of a family in its environment.

4. It conveys a lot of information in a simple way.

14. When do you use it2

1. The eco-map is used by counselors, social workers, and many helping

professionals in interviewing and assessing the family's strengths, gaps of

service, and identifying problem areas.

2. It is a tool to help workers think about a family.

3. It can be a useful case recording device.

33
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15. Ecological Perspective

This mini lecture is from Lynn Nybell's "Training Staff to do Family

Assessment" in Finding Families. (Hartman, 1979, P. 91-96).

16. Summary

The science of ecology is the study of the sensitive balance that exists

between living things and their environments and of the ways in which this

mutuality can be enhanced and maintained.

II. It is possible to look at families ecologically.

A. Families live in an environment that includes air, water, and food,

but is also includes elaborate structures through which humans meet

their needs.

1. Work systems, welfare systems, churches, tribes, and schools

are all examples of such structures.

2. Families must maintain a relationship with these structures in

order to survive and grow.

B . The family must have two-way transactions with the environment.

1. Needed supports, supplies, and stimulation must flow into the

family.

2. Family members must move out into the environment and find

opportunities to develop.

C , Families also have connections with the environment that are

stressful and conflicted.

I. Stress and conflict are part of the world of any living system.

2. Some sort of balance between stressful and supportive

connections must be achieved if the family is to survive and develop:
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D. In working with a family to assess its capacity to grow and develop,

we can think of the family in light of its environment and the nurture

it receives.

III. In many ways, this perspective is "old." Counselors have always focused

on the "person in the situation." Eco-mapping is one way of doing just that.

IV. Opportunity for questions and discussion. (Hartman, 1979, p. 93-94).

17.__Instructignifarlatmappinz.

What you will need:

1. Office space

2. Instructions

3. Ordinary writing supplies (pencils, paper, erasers, markers)

4. Basic Eco-map form

5. Key to Symbols

6. Informed Consent Form

7. Consent for Release of Information

How do you construct an Eco-map?

A. First, put a large circle in the middle of a parr. This represents the

members of the household who live together:

35
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Eco-map (1st step)

36
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B. Then put people into the household; a male is represented by a

square, a female by a circle.

This is a family consisting of a father, 37; and mother, 32; a boy, 10; and

girls, 6 and 5.

This is the same family, after the wife's widowed mother moved in after her

husband died.

3 7
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Here is a more complex household:

This is a household consisting of a single parent, divorces at 35, and her

14-year-old son. She shares a home with her widowed mother, her

widowed uncle (her mother's brother), and an old family friend, unrelated,

who has recently moved to the community and is living with the family.

C. Next, identify imponant aspects of the family's environmentby asking

about each of the systems in it: work, social services, extended family,

recreation, education, and so on.

38
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D. Draw connecting lines between the family and major systems. These lines

may connect with the family as a whole if they involve the total family or

may be connected with specific individuals in the family.

E. The nature of the connection may be expressed in the type of line drawn. A

solid or thick line may indicate an important or strong connection. A broken

line may indicate a tenuous connection. A itg-zag line may indicate a

stressful or conflicted relationship. (Hartman, 1979, p. 94-96).

Linn

/*/"."//
Strong positive

Cut off

Stress Conflict

F. It is very useful to indicate the direction of the flow of resources, energy, or

interest by drawing arrows along the connecting lines.

Flow of Resources > <

18. Practice What you Learn.,

The best way to learn a new skill is to practice it after you hear about it.

Exercisz

1. Divide into pairs.

2. One person in pair is asked to draw the other's Eco-map.

3. The teacher is available for questions during this time.

4. Remember to mention confidentiality.

39
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19. Discussion Questions

1 . Does anyone have any questions about the "mechanics" of Eco-mapping?

2. How did the people who drew the Eco-map experience the process?

3. How did the subjects experience it?

4. Did the subjects gain any altered sense of their life space?

5. How would you use eco-mapping in your practice? Can you think of a

family you would want to use with it? When?

6. What problems do you think might arise? (Hartman, 1979, p. 96).

20. Frequently asked questions by participants

Q. I found that I couldn't capture what my partner said about her relationships

if I just used the "strong," "conflicted," or "tenuous" symbols. Is it okay to

use other kinds of works or symbols to characterize relationships?

A. Sure! Some people like to write a word or two on the map that describes

each connection. Others like to use different color pens.

Q. Should you carry around blank Eco-maps to use with clients? Or just use a

blank piece of paper?

A. Each way has certain advantages. Starting without any structure may lead

to somewhat greater flexibility. However, the use of the map saves time

and quickly suggests to others what the procedure is about. Using the Eco-

Map may be an easier way to learn.

Q. My partner talked about relationships inside her family. Can you show that

on an Eco-Map?

A. Yes, but if you tried to do so, I'm sure you found that what you can convey

is pretty limited. The other tools we'll be looking at, the genogram,

sculpting, and family diagramming, are generally richer ways of looking

inside the family.

40
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Q. I think this would be a good way to "show" a family to my supervisor or to

my colleagues. Have Eco-maps been used in case conferences?

A. Yes. People have found lots of uses for them. They've been used quite a

lot with the biological family of children in foster care. One worker

designed an Eco-map for use with children. (Hartman, 1979, p. 96-97).

21. Summary

Taking an ecological perspective means looldng at the family in the context

of its relationships with other systems in its environment.

II. The Eco-map is a map of a family's relationships with systems in the

environment.

A. The task of assessing an Eco-map can be shared by worker and

family.

B. This lasessment can lead to a discussion of the meaning of a

family's request for services and to greater understanding of this

request.

C. Filling out an Eco-map can help the family to identify resources that

are available to support them, as well as those resources they lack

and need to develop as they prepare for the rehabilitation process.

41



22. Example Eco-map Form

Eco-Map

39

Name

Date

Immediate
Family

Household

Fill in connections where they exist.

. Indicate nature of connections with a descriptive work or by drawing

different kinds of lines, for close, for strong,

/WW\A for conflict, /// for cutoff.

Draw arrows along line to signify flow of energy, resources, etc. > >

Identify significant people and fill in empty circles as needed.

Source: ECOMAP (Hartman, 1979, P. 92)

42
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21Casc Example

To illustrate the previous discussion on the mechanics of the eco-map, a

fictitious case has been used in order to understand the application ofan eco-map

model with a specific case in point.

Illustration B

Family: John and Mary Yazzie

The following eco-map illustrations B1 and B2 show the Yazzie family at intake

(B1) and termination (B2).

At intake (B 1), John and Mary were living in one household with their two

children, ages 24 and 20. Their other two children, ages 17 and 16, were residing

with their aunt in California. The resources in the system are: Native American

Church (NAC), job, extended family, clan, vocational rehabilitation office, Catholic

Church, school, and tribal social services. The key on the bottom of the page (BD

describes the relationships between each person and the particular resource. For

example, Mary has a conflictual relationship with the tribal social services and she

pits a lot of energy into the Catholic Church. She has a positive, working

relationship with the vocational rehabilitation office and the extended family

members both support the family and also receive support from the Yazzies. John

is having conflict with his work and is active in NAC. Their 20 year old daughter

is attending school and this takes up lots of her time. The Yazzies family have

support systems, but the couple do not share any joint activities. This could be a

problem area. (Goodluck, 1987, p. 112),

See illustration Bi on the following page

4 3



Family Name:
Date Filled In:
Filled In By:
Family Address:

ILLUSTRATION B
1

John & Mary Yazzie
12/6/86 & 12/13/86
Charlotte
Box 62. Chin le. AZ

41

INTAKE

ECO-MAP

KEY:

Conflict . \/\/
Flow of Resources .-------I

4 4

Strong, Positive ..

Living Away . 0.001,Th
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The next illustration (B2) represents the Yazzies at termination. The Yazzie

family relocated to Phoenix for Mary to obtain employment training. John, Sr.

accompanied his wife because he did not want to continue on the reservation in a

job he disliked and wanted to relocate with his wife. John went into an alcohol

recovery out-patient program and found a new job in Phoenix with his plumbing

skills. John and his son are attending AA meetings together. He and his wife have

joined an American Indian bowling team together. Mary is volunteering with the

Phoenix Indian Center and she is taking employment training in Mesa. Mary is also

taking one class at ASU in social work. John, Jr. has gotten married, and Majel,

his wife and their new one-month daughter are residing with his parents so John

and Mary can be active grandparents to their granddaughter. Their granddaughter

was born prematurely and still goes to the Indian Health service for care and follow

up.

The extended family is on the outside, mainly because of geographic

reasons, but their relationship continues to be supportive, positive and strong.

Upon Mary's graduation from vocational rehabilitation training she and her family

will be returning to the reservation.

See Illustration B2 on the following page
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Family Name:
Date Filled In:
Filled In By:
Family Address:

ILLUSTRATION B
2

John & Mary Yazzia
3/10/87

Chae.41111.
201 N. 8th St.. Phoenix. AZ

43

TERMINATION

ECO-MAP

KEY:

Strong, Positive =

Flow of Resources= ---
Conflict =

4 6
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24. Eco-Map Resources/Services Most Commonly Used

personal counseling

vocational counseling

vocational-evaluation

psychological testing

work adjustment training

job placement

independent living skills

transportation

OJT (on-the-job-training)

21._Adantagraaf brass&

Members of client systems often enjoy working on genograms and eco-

maps because:

1. You are taking time to interview them in detail.

2. People like to talk about their families.

3. Your extra time with them translates into trust and rapport building,

nurturance, credibility, and respect for the entire extended family.

People think in terms of families and these assessment tools acknowledge

the entire family system and builds an in-depth understanding of the family as a

unique, complex and problem solving unit. Making connections and linkages are

vital factors in building services for families in the rehabilitative service delivery

system. These tools foster building connections and bridges between family

members and resources. (Wiemers-Okiiski, 1989).

47



26. Eco-map Relation:lip Matrix

Nellie 7

John

Mary

(male)

(female)

ffemal0

5

4

2

2

1

StronelResources I

Catholic Tribal
arch

45

California

Resovrs__

Resourcei Tenuogi

Resources

Connected

Source: Dr. Robert Schacht, 1990

4 8
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FART C

INTERVIEWINGAND COMMUNICATION SKILLS

27...Intayisainund.CgmmunimissakilLs

Information gathering is usually easier than we imagine. Generally

speaking, people love to talk about themselves and this includes experiences in their

families.

Ideas to open up the system:

1. Select a time and place that is convenient and comfortable.

2. Explain what a genogram is and why you are drawing one.

3. Share with the client about your own experience with learning about

the genogram/eco-map.

4. Show the interviewee what you are doing.

5. If you start out by being patient, courteous, genuinely interested, and

open minded about responses you will probably get a wealth of

information.

6. You have to accept that some persons may not want to cooperate.

Respect these wishes and try someone else who may be more

receptive.

7. Compiete the Informed Consent Forms.

8. Each genogram will vary in length but expect between 30-40 minutes

for completion. It may take 2-3 tries to complete the genogram and

eco-map. It requires concentration, so be rested yourself.

9. Be patient.

10. Take a rev ,...ak!

11. Have a sense of humor.

12. Thank the client for their participation in this project.

49
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I . 111 111

This is a federally funded research project. In order to protect the client's

anonymity and confidentiality it is required that the clients are fully informed before

they volunteer to participate in the project. Please have the client sign these two

forms.

A. Informed Consent Form

B . Consent for Release of Information

50
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Consent for Release of Information

to the Division of Vocadonal Rehabilitation

I hereby authorize the Rehabilitation Counselor to release the completed Interview
Form that was conducted by

during an interview with me on to

authorized representatives of the American Indian Rehabilitation Research and
Training Center (AIRRTC). The purpose of the release of the completed Interview

Form is for me to be a participant of the Research Project.

The completed Intemiew Form, upon written consent, will be sent to Ms. Charlotte

Good luck who is the AIRRTC coordinator of this research project.

The Interview Form information will be used by the AIRRTC for a time period not

to exceed 15 month following the date of my signature on the Consent for Release
of Information. This Consent for Release of Information can be revoked by me at
any time by writing a letter of revocation to the AIRRTC. I understand that this
information will not be further released without my written consent, except by court
order.

I understand that I can receive answers to relevant questions at any point. I also
understand that the interviewer will provide me with information and ask the
interview questions in my native language at any time upon my request.

I have read the Project Research descriptkm and the conditions of the Consent for
Release of Information have been explained to me by the Intemiewer and I
understand them.

Interviewee's Signature Date

Signature of Parent, Guardian, or Witness Date

I wish to have the interview conducted in my na.tive language

51
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Informed Consent Form

for use of the

Interview Information for Research Purposes

I hereby authorize representatives from the American Indian Rehabilitation Research

and Training Center (AIRRTC) to use the information on the Interview Form that

was conducted by during an interview with me on

for research purposes.

No names or other personally identifying information will be used in the analysis or
reporting of the data. I can withdraw my participation in this project at any time by

writing to the Research Associate, Charlotte Good luck at AIRRTC.

I understand that the Genograms/Ecomaps will be only handled by the AIRRTC in

an area with restricted access to the information by the authorized representatives of

the respective agencies.

I have read the Research description and the conditions for the use of the
information on the Interview Form have been explained to me by the Rehabilitation
Counselor and I understand them.

Interviewee's Signature Date

Signature of Parent, Guardian, or Witness Date

Signature of Rehabilitation Counselor Date

52
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29. Procedures in Field

1. Attend training in Flagstaff on family assessment took.

2. Conduct five interviews using the genogram with client.

3. Conduct five interviews using the eco-map with client.

4. Send the completed genograms, ecomaps and consent forms to:
Charlotte Goodluck, MSW
Research Associate
American Indian Rehabilitation Research and Training Center
Institute for Thman Development-Northern Arizona University
P. 0. Box 5630
Flagste, AZ 86011-5630
(602) 523-4791

5. These family assessments need to be completed by June 30, 1990.

6. If it is necessary the Research Associate will make field visits, conduct

more training, and provide additional supervision regarding the assessments

during the summer of 1990. (case by case only)

7. All completed family assessments must be sent in by July 30, 1990 for

evaluation and analysis.

8. Summary of findings will be sent to you by the Research Associate.

9. Project ends on December 31, 1990.
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PARID

HISTORY OF GENOGRAM

Quotes from the field:

1966 Munly Bowen "Family field survey"

1967 Virginia Satir "Family Life Chronology"

1976 Guerin and Pendagast "Our most useful tool"

1977 Pendagast and Sherman "Use of a genogram in the study of a family is

now as basic a piece of information as the family surname"

1980 Carter and McGoldrick "Key to the use of the genogram - making case

examples"

1989 Marlin "Genograms: Exploring live patterns you inhtrit"

Various disciplines using the genogram include:

Social work, psychology, counseling, family medicine, nursing, and

anthropology.

Source: Erlanger, 1987, p. 12-14
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PART E

APEENDIX

31. Major Abbreviations

Symbols for Major Medical and Physical Problems:

ALC Alcohol Abuse

ARTH Arthritis

AST Asthma

Ba Back Injury

BP Blood Pressure Problems

CA Cancer

CP Cerebral Palsy

Cr Chronic Illness

DA Drug Abuse

DM Diabetes Mellitus

FAS Fetal Alcohol Syndrome

HRT DIS Heart Problems

HI Hearing Impairment

KD Kidney Problems

MS Multiple Sclerosis

Ni Nicotine Addiction

PD Physical Disability (i.e. orthopedic)

RF Rheumatic Fever

SeD &Azure Disorder

SD Speech Disorder

SLD Specific Learning Disabled

Sp/c Spinal Cord Injury (i.e. quadriplegic)

TBI Traumatic Brain Injury

VI Visual Impairment

Wt Weight Problems
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Tribal/Ethnic Group: A = Apache

B = Black
B1 = Bannock

Cy = Cheyenne

Es = Eskimo

H = Hopi

Hs = Hispanic

Mo = Mayos

N = Navajo

0 = Other

P = Pueblo

S = Sioux

S/A = Shoshone/Arapahoe

Sa = Shoshone

T = Taos

Un = Northern Ute

Unk = Unknown

U = Ute (Southern)

Um = Ute (Mountain)

W = White

Y = Yaqui

Z = Zuni

Religion:

Employment:

Ba = Baptist

Cc = Catholic

EP = Epsicopilian

LDS = Mormon

NAC = Native American Church

Or = Other

Pc = Pentecostal

Pr = Presbyterian

Tr = Traditional

E = Employed

Ue = Unemployed

56
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Education:

54

GS = Grade School

HS = High School

Vt = Vocational Training

Co = College

Cc1 = Community College

Mi = Military

GED = General Equivalence Degree

NS = No School

Mental/Social/Psychological Problems:

Ax Anxiety/Fears

CAN Child Abuse/Neglect

CS x Child sexual abuse

De Depression

Dov Domestic violence

Ho Homicide

Imp Imprisonment

MD Mental Disorder

MR Mental Retardation

Su Suicide
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32. Symbols for Genograms and Eco-maps

A Adopted child

Age

Alcohol Abuse ALC

Anxiety/Fears Ax

Apache A

Arthritis ARTH

Asthma AST

B Back Injury Ba

Bannock B1

Baptist Bap

Black

Blood Pressure Problems BP

C Cancer CA

Catholic Cc

Cerebral Palsy CP

Cheyenne Cy

Child Abuse/Neglect CAN

Child sexual abuse CS x

Chronic Illness Cr

Close

Community College Ccl

58
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College

Common-Law

Conflict

Cutoff

D Death

Death Date

Depression

Diabetes Mellitus

Distant

Divorced couple

Divorce date

Domestic violence

Drug Abuse

E Eco-map

Employed

Enmeshed

56

X

DOD

De

DM

Dov

DA

E

....a. aso .., ....... a., wor

Epsicopil ian EP

Eskimo Es

Extended Family EXF

F Female 0
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome FAS

59



Flow of Resources > <

Foster child

General Equivalence Degree GED

Generation (followed by #) G

Grade School GS

Guardianship

Hearing Impairment HI

Heart Problems HRT DIS

High School HS

Hispanic Hs

Homicide Ho

Hopi

I Imprisonment

Index Person (Interviewee)

Induced Abortion

K Kidney Problems

L Latter Day Saints
(Mormon)

Living Av.

Imp

E

KD

LDS

80
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Male El
Married couple

Marriage date M.

Mayos Mo

Mental Disorder MD

Mental Retardation MR

Military MI

Miscarriage

Multiple Sclerosis MS

Native American Church NAC

Navajo

Nicotine Addiction Ni

Northern Ute Un

No School NS

o Other 0
Other religion Or

Pentecostal Pc

Physical Disability PD

Pregnancy

Presbyterian Pr

Pueblo
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Recovery

Rheumatic Fever

Seizure Disorder

Separated Couple

RF

SeD

Shoshone Sa

Shoshone/Arapahoe S/A

Sioux

Specific Learning Disabled SLD

Speech Disorder SD

Spinal Cord Injury Sp/c

Stillbirth

Strong

Suicid/ Su

Taos

Traditional Tr

Traumatic Brain Injury TBI

Twins - Fraternal

Twins - Identical

Elc)
Fraternal same gender
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U Unmarried couple L - _ _ I
Unemployed Ue

Unknown Unk

Ute (Mountain) Um

Ute (Southern) U

V Very Close

Visual Impairment VI

Vocational Training Vt

W Weight Problems Wt
(obese, underweight, etc.)

White w

Y Yaqui Y

Z Zuni Z
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Genogram (sample)

Eco-map (sample)

1 I I

61

C 1

02

03

Instructor will have additional examples of tools for participants to review.
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PART F

PARTICIPANT LIST

Gabe Alvarez
Arizona DES/RSA
4635 S. Central Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85040
(602) 276-5504

Pat Garcia
New Mexico DVR
1300 W. 1-40 Frontage,
Space #166
Gallup, NM 87301
(505) 722-6045

Cideahzah Pinnecoose
Ute/Ute Mountain Tribes
P. 0. Box 737
Ignacio, CO 81137
(303) 563-4525

Linn Vidi
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PART G

GenogramInterview Schedule

Compile Genogram by asking:

Part A

Dasics Genogram

Ask about:

Demographic Information:

Vital data about each family member (start with who is in immediate

household then proceed to second and third generation.)

Sex, age, names, date of birth, date of death

Marital status: marriage, common law, separation, divorce, other marriages

Children in household:

Biological (list by birth order), adopted, foster, guardianship, twins,

re nanc status *WARNI4G/STU:1, miscarria e, abortion, still birth*
ids area is ked Flag - CAUTION - unless you think you and the tanuly are

comfortable and at ease - Go Slowly. Be prepared for reactions such as
unresolved grief and if family member doesn't want to discuss this in front of
other members; be res ectful and don't rush or tush.

Ethnic/Tribal Group

Living Arrangements

Extended Family

Religion

Employment

Education

Summary: The Basics Genogram is the rim, hm, and when information.

1. Who is the family?

2. How did they get to be a family?

3. When did they arrive in the family?

4. When did they leave the family?
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Part B

Relatnship Genogram
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Ask about:

Interpersonal relationships within the family system.

Draw the emotional symbols between individual members within the family

system. Begin with the immediate household members first.

Example Ouestions:

Ask for adjectives to describe the relationship between members.

Who is the closest in your family?

Who has conflicted relationships?

Who has distant relationships?

Who is cut off from the family?

Red Flag [Warning/Stopl
This is the most difficult part of the gcnogram construction. Use judgement and
practice wisdom to gain trust and rapport with your family. Family members
will vary in their own interpretations of this section. This is the most subjective
part of the genogram construction.

Summary: The Relationship Genogram is the genogram based on personal

impressions and feelings and is often more subjective.

B . Relationship Genogram

Matrix of Relationships

The following chart is a summary of relationships shown in the relationship

genogram.



John John Jr. Bea Kate Sue
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Mary Conflict I Distant

John Conflict Very Close

John, Jr.

Bea Very Close

Kate

Sue Distant

Source: "Relationship Spreadsheet" (Randy Gerson & Monica McGoldrick, 1985, p. 540).

Part C

'The Details GenorAm

Ask about:

Specifics about people and events

Medical problems

Physical proto.Ans

Mental, social, and psychological problems

Start with immediate household then proceed with second and third

enerations.
Rataag - This is often more difficult areas to ask questions about. Be
cautious and patient and also respect the client's wish not to respond.

Parts A, B, and C are coded in genogram by symbols. See Key to Symbols

for specific codes.

Improved practice effectiveness with use of genograrn:

engaging the family

clarifying family patterns

refraining and detoxifying family issues

assessing the resources for solutions and problem solving

Source: Erlanger, 1987, p.2
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Consent for Release of Information

to the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

I hereby authorize the Rehabilitation Counselor to release the completed Interview

Form that was conducted by

during an interview with me on to

authorized representatives of the American Indian Rehabilitation Research and

Training Center (AIRRTC). The purpose of the release of the completed Interview

Form is for me to be a participant of the Research Project.

The completed Interview Form, upon written consent, will be sent to Ms. Charlotte

Goodluck who is the AIRRTC coordinator of this research project.

The Interview Form information will be used by the AIRRTC for a time period not:

to exceed 15 month following the date of my signature on the Consent for Release

of Information. This Consent for Release of Information can be revoked by me at

any time by writing a letter of revocation to the AIRRTC. I understand that this

information will not be further released without my written consent, except by court
order.

I understand that I can receive answers to relevant questions at any point. I also

understand that the interviewer will provide me with information and ask the

interview questions in my native language at any time upon my request.

I have read the Project Research description and the conditions of the Consent for
Release of Information have been explained to me by the Interviewer and I
understand them.

Interviewee's Signature Date

Signature of Parent, Guardian, or Witness Date

I wish to have the interview conducted in my native language
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No
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Informed Consent Form

for use of the

Interview Information for Research Purposes

I hereby authorize representatives from the American Indian Rehabilitation Research

and Training Center (AIRRTC) to use the information on the Interview Form that

was conducted by during an interview with me on

for resear,..th purposes.

No names or other personally identifying information will be used in the analysis or

reporting of the data. I can withdraw my participation in this project at any time by

writing to the Research Associate, Charlotte Good luck at AIRRTC.

I understand that the Genograms/Ecomaps will be only handled by the AIRRTC in

an area with restricted access to the information by the authorized representatives of

the respective agencies.

I have read the Research description and the conditions for the use of the

information on the Interview Form have been explained to me by the Rehabilitation
Counselor and I understand them.

Interviewee's Signature Date

Signature of Parent, Guardian, or Witness Date

Signature of Rehabilitation Counselor Date
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Procedures in Field

1. Attend training in Flagstaff on family assessment tools.

2. Conduct five interviews using the genogram with client.

3. Conduct five interviews using the eco-map with client.

4. Send the completed genograms, ecomaps and consent forms tu:
Charlotte Goodluck, MSW
Research Associate
American Indian Rehabilitation Research and Training Center
Institute for Human Development-Northern Arizona University
P. O. Box 5630
Flagstaff AZ 86011-5630
(602 ) 5234791

5. These family assessments need to be completed by June 30, 1990.

6. If it is necessary the Research Associate will make field visits, conduct

more training, and provide additional supervision regarding the assessments

during the summer of 1990. (case by case only)

7. All completed family assessments must be sent in by July 30, 1990 for

evaluation and analysis.

8. Summary of findings will be sent to you by the Research Associate.

9. Project ends on December 31, 1990.
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Native American Rehabilitation Research and Training Center
Workshop Evaluation Form

Genograms

irections: Please rate e works op y cifc ing one num r from 1 to after
each of the following items.

5 - excellent; 4- above average; 3 - average; 2 - below average; 1 - unsatisfactory

Presentation

a. Information on genograms 1 2 3 4 5

b. Instructions on genogram 1 2 3 4 5

c. Roleplay/demonstration/genogram 1 2 3 4 5

d. Curriculum materials

2. Comments on the workshop in general.

3. Suggestions for preparing future workshops.

4. Did you learn a new technique? If so, would you make any changes for the
next training? If, not, please discuss why not.

5. Strong points:

6. Weak points:

Thank you for your time and comments. Happy genogrammiag!
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Native American Rehabilitation Research and Training Center
Workshop Evaluation Form

Ecomaps

Directions: Please rate the worksnop by circling one number trom 1 to 5 atter
each of the following items.

5 - excellent; 4- above average; 3 - average; 2 - below average; 1 - unsatisfactory

Presentation

a. Information on ecomaps 1 2 3 4 5

b. Instructions on ecomaps 1 2 3 4 5

c. Roleplay/demonstration/ecomaps 1 2 3 4 5

d. Cuniculum materials 1 2 3 4 5

2. Comments on the workshop in general.

3. Suggestions for preparing future workshops.

4. Did you learn a new technique? If so, would you make any changes for the
next training? If, not, please discuss why not.

5. Strong points:

6. Weak points:

Thank you for your time and comments. Happy ecomapping!
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